
Kindergarten Chronicles 

December 6, 2019 

 

We had a fantastic week in Kindergarten! For Reader’s Workshop, the 

children continued to read books from their leveled book bags. The children read 

their books using all of their ‘Super Reader Powers’, which include: pointer power, 

reread power, partner power, picture power, snap word power, sound power, 

persistence power and book talk power! Next week we will end this reading unit, 

and the children will be able to use all their super reading powers and “fly” over to 

first grade to read with older readers! We are so excited! 

In Writer’s Workshop, we started writing show and tell books about places 

that we love.  The children worked on adding more to their illustrations, labels and 

writing.  The children have continued to revise and edit their writing after they 

have finished a story.  Please encourage your child to write at home using 

kindergarten spelling (writing the sounds they hear) to help build his or her 

confidence. 

In Fundations, we worked on lowercase letters y and x.  The children 

continued the routine of saying the letter, picture, sound for all letters but 

focusing on the y and x sound.  They practiced making these letters in their 

notebooks and white boards. Our new sight words this week are: he and do. 
In math we started Unit 4,  “Collect, Count, and Measure”. This past week, 

the children traced the outline of their shoe, and measured it with cubes. The 

children were then able to measure the outline of their classmates’ shoes. The 

children loved doing this! We also measured different strips of paper/tape with 

popsicle sticks. We talked about the importance of making sure that we lined up 

our popsicle stick with the edge of the paper/tape and carefully measured. You 

may want to measure different objects at home with your child! For example, 

measure the length of a pencil using Cheerios, or measure the height of your 

kitchen table using pencils/pens. 

In science, Mrs. Nestle’s class compared data about the different 

temperatures of two playgrounds during the morning, afternoon, and night. The 

students talked about how each playground had the same type of weather (sunny, 

rainy, windy, etc), but their temperatures were different. The children began to 

plan an investigation where they will see if pale or dark surfaces have an impact on 

temperature. Ms. Fortin’s class  learned that a garden will need milkweed plants in 

order for the monarch caterpillars to live there. The milkweed plant gets the 

water it needs from the roots. We observed how the roots from our milkweed help 

the plant get the water it needs to survive. We then recorded our observations 



into our science notebook. In Ms. Hatch's class, students worked on predicting the 

direction and strength it would take a tennis ball to hit a target before they 

attempted to move the ball. Students then practiced exerting force onto the ball 

with their partners. Students worked to tie together the understanding that 

forces have direction and different strengths, preparing them to send the ball to 

specific targets on their Box Models next week. 

As always, we wish for you a wonderful weekend with your family!  

 

The Kindergarten Team 

High Frequency Words: 

I, can, the, a, to, is, my, go, me, like, on, in, so, we, it, and, up, at, see, he, do 

 

Updates and Reminders: 

● Wednesday, December 11th is the last day to bring in a gift for our Toys 

for Tots program! We appreciate all of your generosity!  

● Friday, December 20th, is our last day before winter break. It is a full day 

of school! 

● Winter Break:  December 21st - January 1st.  
○ School resumes on January 2, 2020. 

● Don’t forget that the school calendar as well as other important information 

can be found on the school website: danverspublicschools.org/Highlands 

 

 

Specials Next Week  

 

  Hatch  Nestle   Fortin  

Monday  Library  Art  Music 

Tuesday  Art  Music  Gym 

Wednesday   Music  Gym  Library 

Thursday  Gym  Library  Art 

Friday   Gym   Art  Music 

 


